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WHY
TEACH
THIS?

Especially during this, the Centenary of the Great War, the introduction of the Historic 
Environment is an opportunity to immerse students in the experiences of their forefathers. Ideally, 

we would have plenty of time to introduce a new specification in a fascinating, memorable,  
brain-boggling setting. More realistically, time pressures mean we may end up reliant on  

pre-packaged texts. This plan attempts to counter that, and induce a very real thirst for inquiry 
among students – a thirst that will lead them into a realm of research and learning adventure 

about their local area, their relatives, ex-students and the discoveries and new avenues of interest 
emerging therefrom. If a tour to the Western Front is possible, this plan will set it up nicely for 

students to engage fully with guides, where Key Features and Source Utility will be interwoven. 
The ambition is for students to feel comfortable to own the agenda for consolidating and 

accelerating their learning about the Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC) and First Aid Nursing 
Yeomanry (FANY) on a tour. It is possible to run this for a whole year group, too (now that’s 

ambition!) If no tour is possible, then the plan – the culmination of a collaboration with Anglia 
Tours that stretches back nearly 20 years – becomes the first stage of a scheme of work.

Bring the historic environment component of 
the new history GCSE to life with these powerful 

immersive activities devised by Lorraine Merricks

OLD 
WOUNDS 

Death, mud, blood, 
guts? Oh, come on. 
What’s not to like?! This 
exciting approach to the 
Historic Environment 
component of the new 
History GCSE will 
ignite curiosity in our 
students. It will enable 
students to understand 
the developments of 
medicine and warfare 
and then allow them 
to identify links set 
in the Western Front 
environment itself. 

STARTER 
ACTIVITY

Either: visit a local CWGC Great 
War headstone OR create a 
mock-up on the sports field OR 
in a blacked-out Hall show the 
image of a headstone  
(NB: this will be a casualty who 
made it back to ‘Blighty’ before 
dying of wounds; he will be 
our case study, to be explored 
below). In any case, ask the 
students to note interesting 

questions, in silence. Keep  
these for future reference  
and further development as  
home learning.

Back in class, pose the key 
question: how did he get here? 
Groups should make hypotheses 
on his journey to the local 
cemetery (contingency for the less 
able – parallel this to Casualty or 
Holby on television first.) 
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CLUEDO
Set up three rooms/stations in the 
Hall as the Case Evacuation chain: 
1: RAP (Regimental Aid Post);  
2: ADS (Advanced Dressing 
Station); and 3: CCS (Casualty 
Clearing Station). Each should 
have a description of what 
goes on there. This will allow 
an understanding of the Case 
Evacuation process to begin to 
form, along with hypotheses.

Give each group a set of clues/
prompts/artefacts – different 
ones in each case; this is an 
opportunity to differentiate, too. 
These may include: stretcher, 
iodine, stretcher-bearers, field 
dressing, triage, tourniquet, 
morphine, Dakin-Carrel solution, 
splint, FANY, doctor etc. 

Groups should agree on the 
correct location for clues/prompts/
artefacts – in a large envelope  
in each room/station; like  
Cluedo’s ‘answer’. This will allow 
the initial hypotheses to be 
proved/disproved, discussed  
and adapted.

Gather the groups and discuss 
the results. Then lead them to 
articulate the stages undertaken 
by the casualty met at the start 
of the lesson. This will confirm an 
understanding of the stages of 
treatment in the trenches.

Now ask, how did he get to the 
RAP? This will open up discussion 
of trench life, and casualties 
on and behind the Front Line, 
as well as in No Man’s Land. 
These aspects should have been 
introduced in lead-up lessons.

Developing from here might 
lead to some research on 
Ancestry and/or cwgc.org to see 
if the story of the local lad can 
be uncovered. Students might 
begin to look for local family and 
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ABOUT OUR EXPERT

Lorraine Merricks has 
taught history for 15 
years. In that time, she 
has gained AST status, 
worked alongside the 
PTI, gained an ALPS 1, 
and is now to be found at 
The Howard School. Her 
passion for the Great War 
has led to this project in 
collaboration with Anglia 
Tours and an education 
consultancy. Contact 
Ian.Coyne@angliatours.
co.uk for more details and 
questions for Lorraine.
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MAIN 
ACTIVITIES

additional
Resources
A PACK OF RESOURCES FOR  

BOTH MORE AND LESS ABLE 

LEARNERS IS AVAILABLE FROM 

ANGLIA ON REQUEST; EMAIL YOUR 

INTEREST OR QUESTIONS TO 

IAN.COYNE@ANGLIATOURS.CO.UK

Ask each group to present an 
A2 sheet outlining the stages 
of Case Evacuation, or better 
still, to walk the group through 
the three rooms. A competition 
and rewards are possible here.

Play Key Terms Taboo 
(word articulation). Pairs 
have to articulate key terms 
(for example, ‘triage’) using 
appropriate language, 
and not rhyming, either! 
Creating paragraphs using 
these definitions is a 
consolidation of this.

Use the same key terms 
cards to arrange a card sort 
– perhaps a diamond 9 – of 
the most and least important 
aspects of treatment on the 
Western Front. Groups can  
test each other’s model for 
robust reasoning.

SUMMARY

n If going on a tour to the 
Western Front, students 
should research a casualty  
at one of the cemeteries being 
visited. They should also be 
encouraged to gain some 
insight into family  
and local history in regard  
to the Western Front; could  

we visit a relative to  
pay respects?
n The best homework 
possible is to ask students 
to create a series of good 
questions – reference the 
initial questions raised here. 
These can be tested on tour, 
or in a session in class.

HOME LEARNING

soldiers to research on a tour  
of the Western Front.

Possible alternatives 
or extensions
A Set up role plays – what would 
a medical team consist of in 
1916? What resources would they 
have, and where? Would different 
people populate the various 
locations? Why?
B Ask students to devise a 
Western Front tour of the Casualty 
Evacuation trail. Where will 
they begin looking? A range 
of locations can be provided 
from which to choose (including 
a selection from the Casualty 
Evacuation tour offered by  
Anglia Tours).


